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When I started medical school at the University of Louisville, I thought about 

becoming a psychiatrist but was concerned about the stigma. During my third 

year I did a clinical rotation in psychiatry and fell in love. For the first time  

I experienced a specialty which addressed the total person’s health – physical  

and mental. Mental health is very closely tied to physical health and I am excited 

to be entering this field at a time when psychiatry is beginning to be considered 

primary care.  

The Pine Rest Psychiatry Residency Program was one of many to which I applied. At first, I did not see myself 

wanting to go somewhere so cold, where I didn’t have any family or friends; but, once I visited Pine Rest and 

felt the welcoming atmosphere, I knew it was the right program for me. The facilities are top notch, and there 

is a full breadth of clinical experiences available, which is very unique. One of the things I value the most 

about the Pine Rest program is the exposure to more than just general adult psychiatry. Residency programs 

typically save electives for the final year, but Pine Rest rotates through child and adolescent and older adult 

psychiatry during the first year. This allows residents to discover what subspecialties they like and to get  

a head-start on fellowship opportunities.

Reflecting on the last year, I realize how much I have learned. Most importantly, I learned what you say does 

not matter as much as listening and conveying that you truly care. No textbook can teach how to be fully 

present with a patient in crisis or one describing a trauma or life event. Those interactions helped transform me 

from an intern whose first patient interactions felt clumsy to a confident leader on a treatment team. Patients 

are our greatest teachers. They provided me with the most important education I received during my first year.

My fellow residents have provided a great education as well, in addition to being a built-in support network.  

Our diverse backgrounds and unique viewpoints are a great resource when discussing complicated cases.  

Coming together to do a lengthy, specialized training creates a bond. Being part of the first class of the  

Pine Rest Psychiatry Residency Program has deepened that bond. Having such an amazing group to call  

my friends has made the transition to West Michigan so much easier. 

I am proud to be a resident at Pine Rest, where mental health care is the focus rather than an afterthought. 

It has been great to be part of the transformation into an academic center, and we could not ask for better 

training, support, and mentorship. It is unique to have so many social workers, psychologists, chaplains,  

and other clinicians available on site. Psychiatry requires a more holistic view of patient care, and Pine Rest 

does a great job fostering those connections. 

Recently, we welcomed the new class of interns, and I am in awe of the vast array of experiences they bring 

with them. I am as excited to watch them learn and grow as I am to see what year two brings to my  

residency experience.

Kelsey Lamb, MD, is one of Pine Rest’s second year psychiatry residents and a member of PR Connect.
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Signs of Depression in Children 

• Irritability or sadness

• Boredom, lack of interest in friends 
and previously enjoyed activities

• Changes in appetite resulting in 
failure to gain weight or, especially  
in teens, weight gain

• Irregular sleep patterns – either 
having difficulty sleeping or refusing 
to wake up for school

• Persistent lack of energy or feeling 
tired

• Self-critical – feeling that “no one  
likes me”

• Not performing well at school

• Lack of motivation

• Inability to concentrate

• Preoccupation with death, writing  
or talking about suicide
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Untreated depression can lead to devastating 
consequences in young people.

When Children Are Depressed
Although depression can occur in young children, it is 
much more common in adolescents and, after puberty, 
occurs much more frequently in girls. For a diagnosis 
of depression in children, as in adults, at least five 
symptoms must be present for a period of at least  
two weeks.

Young people may also engage in high-risk sexual 
activities and other behaviors including shoplifting, 
physical fights and abuse of alcohol or drugs.

Untreated, depression can lead to devastating 
consequences in young people, including ongoing 
problems in school, at home and with friends, losing 
critical developmental years and increasing the risk  
for substance use.

If you are concerned your child may be depressed, it is 
important to talk to him or her about your observations 
and how he or she is feeling and to listen for key 
warning signs. You should try to create an open, 
honest communication where mental health issues, 
like depression, are treated like any other health risks 
affecting adolescents.

Psychotherapies, including cognitive behavioral therapy 
and interpersonal therapy, and medications have been 
effective in treating depressed children. Together you, 
your child, and your clinician can choose a treatment that 
seems best. If at the end of an adequate trial, usually 
eight to 12 weeks, you have seen no improvement, the 
treatment should be changed.
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Making A Lasting Impact

Your gently used holiday 
items give the gift of hope. 

Last year, your seasonal 
donations raised more 
than $30,000 for the 
Patient Assistance 
Fund (PAF)!

ALL proceeds  
benefit the PAF.

Rustic Market Seasonal Items Needed!

Rustic Market  •  389 68th St SE  •  616.455.2522

New, extended 
hours year round:

Monday-Saturday  
9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Mark your calendars for these special holiday dates:

Tuesday, November 3: 
Christmas  merchandise opening day

Tuesday, December 1: 
Holiday discounts start

75% off  

any 1 regular priced seasonal item!

  Expires 11/30/15.  

Ruth and John (“Jack”) Loeks, founder of Jack Loeks 
Theatres, were strong supporters of Pine Rest Christian 
Mental Health Services during their lifetimes. They 
provided annual support through the Patient Assistance 
Fund (PAF), ensuring that those with financial need could 
receive life-changing treatments. They also supported 
the Pine Rest Foundation Endowment. The endowment 
guarantees a perpetual source of funds for additional PAF 
support as well as the annual Casey Wondergem Grant 
Program, which provides internal support for innovative 
new programming. The Pine Rest Jellema House, a 
residential substance abuse treatment program for men, 
was a particular passion for Ruth. 

Ruth remained a supporter of Pine Rest after Jack passed 
away in 2004. She continued to share her interests with 
staff and Board leadership, watching the work that Pine 
Rest was able to achieve through her philanthropy and 
that of other generous community supporters.  

In 2012, Pine Rest Christian Mental Health Services 
received a significant gift from the estate of Ruth Loeks to 
continue the support shown by her and her late husband. 
After careful deliberation about how best to honor Ruth 
and the Loeks family, Pine Rest leadership determined 
to utilize it for two strategic projects: to support the new 
Psychiatry Residency Program and to create a leadership 
development program.

The Ruth and Jack Loeks Residency Center is a new state 
of the art teaching and learning space for our psychiatry 
residents, which also will increase access to care for 
West Michigan residents. We hope that you can join us in 
October for the unveiling of the Loeks Residency Center. 

Look for additional details about the 
event on page 4.    

The Ruth and Jack Loeks Leadership 
Development Institute will prepare 
selected staff members – with a 
particular focus on women and persons 
of color – to assume future senior 
leadership roles at Pine Rest. The 
Institute, launching this year, will span  
nine years and involve 60 Loeks Scholars. We will share 
more about this program in a future edition of fyi.    

We are grateful to Ruth and Jack for their support and 
honored to be remembered through an estate gift. One of 
the simplest ways to remember Pine Rest in your estate 
is by naming Pine Rest as a beneficiary in your will. If 
you already have done so, we encourage you to make us 
aware so that we might discuss how best to meet your 
wishes when those funds come to us in the future. If you 
have not, we hope that you will consider it.    

We look forward to hearing about your philanthropic 
vision, including your interest in supporting Pine Rest 
today and in the future. Contact Teresa Newmarch,  
Pine Rest Foundation Executive Director, at 616.258.7520 
or teresa.newmarch@pinerest.org.

Photo courtesy of the Loeks family

Use the following tax ID number  
when finalizing a bequest or other 
planned gift: Pine Rest Foundation 
(38-1676540). 

Rustic Market
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For more information, questions 
or comments please contact 
pinerestfoundation@pinerest.org. 
1.800.248.3485

pinerest.org

300 68th Street SE PO Box 165
Grand Rapids, MI 49501-0165
pinerest.org
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The Pine Rest 
Foundation 
is pleased to 
welcome Autumn 
Hubbard to the 
team. Autumn is 
the Foundation’s 

new Database Coordinator and 
began in July 2015. Autumn 
will oversee all aspects of our 
database management, including 
donation processing, financial 
reconciliations and donor  
record maintenance. 

Autumn completed her B.S. in 
Sociology and Social Thought at 
Hillsdale College in 2007 and is 
a recent graduate of the Master 
of Public Administration program 
with a concentration in Nonprofit 
Management and Leadership from 
Grand Valley State University. A 
native of Grand Rapids, Autumn 
enjoys spending time with her 
nine nieces and nephews and 
volunteering in the community. 

Currently, Autumn serves on 
the School of Public, Nonprofit 
and Health Administration 
Alumni Board at Grand Valley 
State University, as well as on 
committees for the Grand Rapids 
Young Professionals and the 
Young Nonprofit Professionals 
Network of Grand Rapids. 

Pine Rest 
Foundation 
Welcomes  
New Staff Ruth & Jack Loeks Residency Center

See The  
Unveiling

The Ruth and Jack Loeks Residency Center is a state of the art teaching and 
learning space for the psychiatry residents of Pine Rest Christian Mental Health 
Services. Pine Rest began its residency program in 2014. This fall, its first cohort 
of residents will begin serving clients in the Loeks Center. Working closely with 
faculty, residents will begin – starting in their second year of the program – to 
increase access to care and reduce wait times for those seeking assessment  
and treatment.

Individuals, families, and our many health care partners will be beneficiaries 
of this new resource. The generosity of Ruth Loeks, who remembered Pine 
Rest in her estate, has allowed Pine Rest to extend her gift to the community, 
benefitting current generations and generations to come.  

Join Us
for the Celebration of the

 
Ruth and Jack Loeks Residency Center 

Wednesday, October 28, 2015 • 4 – 7 p.m.
Open House and Tours

Remarks and Dedication: 5 p.m.

Cutlerville Campus, Pine Rest Christian Mental Health Services
300 68th Street SE, Grand Rapids, Michigan

RSVP by October 14, 2015
Pine Rest Foundation • Dana.Stenstrom@PineRest.org    616.258.7575

SAVE THE DATE
2016 Pine Rest Foundation Golf Classic

PLEASE PLAN ON JOINING US 
JUNE 6, 2016  |  LOST DUNES GOLF CLUB

9300 Red Arrow Highway, Bridgman, MI

To learn more about the 2016 Pine Rest Foundation Golf Classic,  
please contact Dana Stenstrom at 616.258.7575  

or email at Dana.Stenstrom@PineRest.org. 

Sponsorship opportunities are available!

PINE REST  
FOUNDATION Golf
CLASSIC

Presented by:
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